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Context-specific 
Prediction 

Cupid integrates sequence-
based evidence and functional 
clues derived from mRNA and 
miRNA expression 

Higher Precision 

Cupid predictions outperform 
other 11 leading algorithms 
with much lower false positive 
rate 

Simultaneous 
Prediction 

Cupid simultaneously predicts 
miRNA-target interactions and 
their mediated competitive 
endogenous RNAs (ceRNAs) 

Extensive 
Validation 

~500 interactions were verified 
using miRNA perturbations 
followed by protein-abundance 
profiling by Reverse Phase 
Protein Array (RPPA) assays in 
MDA-MB-231 cells, as well as 
gene expression profiling in 
MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells 

Software: http://cupidtool.sourceforge.net/     
Publication: Chiu et. al., Genome Research (revision) 

Cupid first reevaluates sites predicted by TargetScan, 
miRanda and PITA, selecting and rescoring each candidate 
site (Step I). Sites are used to select and score miRNA-target 
interactions (Step II), which are then examined for evidence 
for mediating ceRNA interactions (Step III). 

Most site predictions made by the 3 programs are exclusive 
to a single method. Cupid predicted 529K miRNA-target 
interactions in Step II, excluding 60% of Step I candidates; 
Step III excluded >75% of Step I candidate interactions. 

Methodology Comparison between methods 

A. Using PAR-CLIP data: miRNA binding-site prediction accuracy estimates for a panel of target-prediction methods are given as cumulative 
distributions across ranks of miRNA binding-site scores or across expression ranks (high→low expressed) of regulating miRNAs in HEK293 cells.  
B. Using expression data following pre-miRNA transfections: Number of predicted miRNA-target interactions that were tested via pre-miRNA 
transfections in MCF7 or MDA-MB-231 and their predictive ability over target mRNA down-regulation. 
C. Using RPPA profiles following mature miRNA transfections: Number of  predicted miRNA-target interactions tested via miRNA-mimic 
transfection followed by protein expression profiling. In middle, average reduction in expression of 117 antibodies after transfecting predicted 
miRNA regulators by each method; on right, expression reduction of breast cancer genes following transfection of Cupid-predicted regulators. 

A  B C 

Validation 

ceRNA interaction: 3’ UTR transfections up-regulated 
mRNA expression within the network measured by qPCR 

miRNA-target interaction: Decreased luciferase activity 
after miRNA mimic transfection, compared to controls 

ESR1-regulating miRNAs 

A  B C 

A. Anti-correlation: ESR1 protein expression in TCGA breast 
cancer tumors is anti-correlated with expression profiles  
of known and predicted miRNAs 
B. Subtype-specific: miRNAs with dysregulated activity in 
luminal tumors are enriched for predicted ESR1 regulators 
C. Better relationship: miRNA expressions in A are more anti-
correlated with ESR1 protein expression in basal/Her2+ tumors 
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